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In this work, well-ordered TiO2 nanotube arrays (TNTAs) were successfully prepared by a facile
electrochemical anodization, and the Au-Pt bimetallic nanoparticles were then deposited on the
TNTAs surface for improving their photocatalytic properties. The experimental results reveal that the
Au-Pt nanoparticles with the size of ~2 nm were well distributed on the surface of TNTAs, and the
Schottky heterojunction was formed at the interface between the Au-Pt nanoparticles and TNTAs.
Compared to the pristine TNTAs and monometallic Au/TNTAs or Pt/TNTAs, the Au-Pt/TNTAs
exhibited significantly improved photocatalytic activities for rhodamine B (RhB) degradation. The
photocatalytic degradation rate constant (k) of the Au-Pt/TNTAs was calculated to be ca. 1.0884 h-1,
which was about 3.7 times that of TNTAs and was also greater than the sum of the Au/TNTAs and
Pt/TNTAs. The enhanced photocatalytic activities could be ascribed to the synergistic effects of AuPt/TNTAs: (1) the largely improved optical absoprtion abilities induced by the surface plasma effect of
Au-Pt nanoparticles, and (2) the accelerated separation and migration process of photogenerated
carriers arising from the Schottky heterojunction at the interface between Au-Pt and TNTAs.

Keywords: TiO2 nanotube arrays (TNTAs); Bimetallic Au-Pt nanoparticles; Schottky heterojunction;
Photocatalytic performance; Photocatalytic mechanism

1. INTRODUCTION
In the past decades, TiO2 has been widely used in the field of heterogeneous photocatalysis,
e.g., photocatalytic hydrogen production [1], air and water purification [2], photocatalytic CO2
reduction [3], due to its good stability, low cost and nontoxicity [4]. Particularly, the highly-ordered
TiO2 nanotube arrays (TNTAs) prepared by electrochemical anodization have attracted much more
attention, on account of their unique one-dimensional tubular nanostructure, large surface specific area,
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good mechanical strength and close contact with the medium [5-7]. However, the intrinsic band gap of
TNTAs is ~3.2 eV, which allows its photon absorption only in the ultraviolet region (λ ≤ 380 nm)
accounting for only ~4% of the sunlight, thus limiting the utilization of TNTAs. Meanwhile, the easy
recombination of photogenerated electrons and holes in TNTAs as well as the relatively poor
photocatalytic activity of the bare TNTAs also greatly restrict their photoelectrochemical applications.
To address these issues, several approaches, such as dye sensitization [8, 9], metal ion doping [10],
heterostructure formation by coupling with other semiconductor nanomaterials [11], and cocatalysts
deposition [12, 13], have been proposed. Among these approaches, the deposition of noble metal
cocatalysts has been proven as one of the most simple but efficient methods to suppress the
recombination of photogenerated electron-hole pairs and expand the spectral absorption range, thus
resulting in the enhanced photocatalytic activities of TNTAs.
So far, most of the reported precious metal deposition processes are monometallic deposition,
while the bimetallic deposition processes are rare. Compared with the monometallic deposition,
however, the bimetallic deposition based on two different metallic co-catalysts can improve the
photocatalytic activity to the greatest extent by utilizing the synergistic effect between the two
different precious metals [14-17]. For example, Gallo et al. [14] reported the preparation of the Au-Pt
bimetallic supported on TiO2 particles for highly efficient hydrogen production activity, which was
much higher than the Pt or Au monometallic supported TiO2 and the pristine TiO2 particles. The
superior photocatalytic activity of the Au-Pt/TiO2 was ascribed to the significantly improved visible
light absorption, the accelerated charge separation and transfer as well as the suppressed electron-hole
recombination process arising from the synergistic effect of Au-Pt bimetallic system. To the best of
our knowledge, however, only a few bimetallic systems, namely Cu-Pt nanoparticles [18] and Pd-Ag
nanoparticles [19], have been immobilized on TNTAs for photocatalytic applications.
Herein, the loading of bimetallic Au-Pt nanoparticles was employed to improve the
photocatalytic performance of TNTAs prepared by electrochemical anodization. Meanwhile, the
photocatalytic mechanism for enhanced photocatalytic activities of Au-Pt/TNTAs was also discussed.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
2.1 Preparation of TiO2 nanotube arrays
The TNTAs were prepared by using an electrochemical anodization process, which was
performed in a two-electrode electrolytic cell with the pretreated Ti foil as the working electrode and
Pt wire as the counter electrode in a mixture electrolyte of glycerol (50%, v/v) and deionized water
(50%, v/v) containing NH4F under constant potential according to the literature [13, 20]. After the
anodization, the obtained sample was rinsed with ethanol and then dried in air. Subsequently, the
anodized sample was annealed at 450 oC for 3 h in oxygen atmosphere with a ramping rate of 2 oC/min
in a muffle furnace, and was finally cooled to room temperature.
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2.2 Preparation of Au-Pt/TNTAs
The Au-Pt/TNTAs photocatalyst was prepared by photodeposition of the bimetallic Au-Pt
nanoparticles on the surface of TNTAs through a facile photoreduction method. Typically, the AuPt/TNTAs photocatalyst was prepared as follows. Firstly, the above-obtained TNTAs sample was
soaked in the precursor solution (4 mM of HAuCl4∙3H2O and 4 mM of H2PtCl6∙6H2O in methanol/H2O
(1:4 v/v)) overnight in dark. The TNTAs sample was then removed from the precursor solution, and
subsequently irradiated by a 500 W high pressure mercury lamp for 30 min for photoreduction. Lastly,
the irradiated sample was washed twice with ethanol to remove unadsorbed materials, and then
thermally treated at 200 oC in vacuum for 4 h in order to improve the adhesion of bimetallic Au-Pt
nanoparticles on the surface of TNTAs. Thus, the Au-Pt/TNTAs photocatalyst was obtained. For
comparison, the monometallic Au or Pt nanoparticles supported on the surface of TNTAs (i.e.,
Au/TNTAs, Pt/TNTAs) was also prepared through the same photoreduction process except using
different precursor solutions, that is, 4 mM of HAuCl4∙3H2O in methanol/H2O (1:4 v/v) for Au/TNTAs
and 4 mM of H2PtCl6∙6H2O in methanol/H2O (1:4 v/v) for Pt/TNTAs.

2.3 Materials Characterizations
The crystal structures of the prepared samples were examined by using a Bruker D2 X-ray
diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54056 Å) in the 2θ range of 20o~80o. The morphological
and elemental analysis of the obtained samples were performed on the field emission scanning electron
microscope (Hitachi SU 8010) attached with Energy Dispersive Spectrometer (TEAM Apollo XL
EDS, USA). The microstructures of the obtained samples were further investigated by a field-emission
transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEOL JEM 2100). For the TEM measurement, the prepared
nanotube arrays were carefully peeled off from the Ti substrate and ultrasonically dispersed in alcohol
for 30 min, followed by dropping the dispersion onto a copper mesh. The UV-vis diffuse reflectance
spectra (DRS) of the samples were measured using a UV 3600 UV-Vis spectrophotometer equipped
with an integrating sphere accessory. Photoluminescence (PL) spectra of the samples were carried out
using a FL3-211 fluorescence spectrometer (Jobin Yvon, France) at an excitation wavelength of 370
nm.

2.4 Photocatalytic measurements
The photocatalytic activities of the obtained samples were evaluated by photocatatalytic
degradation of rhodamine B (RhB). The obtained photocatalysts (TNTAs, Au/TNTAs, Pt/TNTAs, or
Au-Pt/TNTAs) were cut to a certain size (1 cm by 1 cm) and placed in a photocatalytic reactor
containing a RhB aqueous solution (5 mg L-1). The photocatalytic degradation was then performed
under visible light (λ ≥ 420 nm) irradiation from a 100 W Xenon light source assembled with a optical
filter with an average intensity of 20 mW cm-2. The distance between the sample and the lamp source
was 15 cm. Before irradiation, the reactor was placed in the dark for 30 min to establish the
adsorption-desorption equilibrium between the catalyst sample and RhB dye. At regular intervals of
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irradiation time, the absorbance of the RhB solution in the reactor was measured at a wavelength of
554 nm (the maximum absorption band for RhB) by using a UV–vis spectrophotometer (Puxi, TU1901, China).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1. FESEM image of the prepared (a) Au-Pt/TNTAs, and the EDS mapping images of the AuPt/TNTAs for (b) Ti, (c) Pt, and (d) Au elements.
Figure 1 shows the FESEM and EDS mapping images of the prepared Au-Pt/TNTAs. As
shown in Figure 1a, the TNTAs grown on the titanium sheet were vertically aligned, and the diameter
of the nanotubes was in the range of 110-130 nm. The highly ordered TNTAs could possess a very
large specific surface area, which could provide a large specific surface area for supporting cocatalysts
loading or reactive sites. From FESEM images, it is difficult to observe the Au-Pt nanoparticles on the
surface of TNTAs probably because of the small particle size. Nevertheless, the EDS mapping results
(Figure 1b-d) clearly reveal that Au and Pt elements were uniformly dispersed on the surface of the
TNTAs. Table 1 summarizes the EDS data of the prepared TNTAs, Au/TNTAs, Pt/TNTAs and AuPt/TNTAs samples.
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Table 1.The EDS data of the prepared TNTAs, Au/TNTAs, Pt/TNTAs, and Au-Pt/TNTAs.
Sample

Element

Weight %

Atomic %

TNTAs

O K
Ti K
Au K
Pt K
O K
Ti K
Au K
Pt K
O K
Ti K
Au K
Pt K
O K
Ti K
Au K
Pt K

31.14
68.86
0
0
31.78
67.36
0.87
0
28.27
71.24
0
0.49
28.57
70.36
0.6
0.47

57.52
42.48
0
0
58.47
41.4
0.13
0
54.25
45.67
0
0.08
54.78
45.06
0.09
0.07

Au/TNTAs

Pt/TNTAs

Au-Pt/TNTAs

As can be seen from Table 1, the ratio of Ti to O atoms in all the prepared samples was much
higher than 1:2, which could be ascribed to the fact that all the samples were fabricated on the base of
Ti sheets. For both the monometallic and bimetallic loaded samples, the loading amount of metal
nanoparticles on the surface of TNTAs was relatively small. With respect to the Au-Pt/TNTAs, the
loading amounts of Au and Pt nanoparticles were estimated to be about 0.87% and 0.47 %,
respectively.
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Figure 2. TEM images of the prepared Au-Pt/TNTAs: (a) measured at the area of tube walls (Au-Pt
nanoparticles indicated by the arrows), (b) measured at the area of tube mouth (Au-Pt
nanoparticles indicated by the arrows), and (c) the HRTEM image of the zone marked with the
red dotted box in pattern a.
In order to further investigate the microstructural features of the prepared Au-Pt/TNTAs, the
TEM measurements were also performed, as shown in Figure 2. It can be seen that the Au-Pt
bimetallic nanoparticles were uniformly attached to both the tube wall (Figure 2a) and the tube mouth
(Figure 2b) of the TNTAs, and the Au-Pt nanoparticles were around 2 nm in size (Figure 2c). More
importantly, the close contact between the Au-Pt nanoparticles and TNTAs (Figure 2c) would thus
form the Schottky heterojunction at the interface between Au-Pt and TNTAs, which could facilitate the
separation and migration of photogenerated carriers [21, 22]. Figure 3 shows the XRD patterns of the
prepared TNTAs, Au/TNTAs, Pt/TNTAs and Au-Pt/TNTAs. As shown, all the samples had similar
XRD patterns, in which four characteristic peaks appearing in 2θ = 25.5°, 37.3°, 48.2° and 63.5° could
be indexed to the (101), (004), (200), and (204) crystal faces of phase-pure anatase TiO2 (JCPDS No.
21-1272), respectively, and the other characteristic diffraction peaks were assigned to the Ti substrate
(JCPDS 44-1294) [13, 23]. This means that TNTAs were successfully prepared on the Ti substrate. For
the Au/TNTAs, Pt/TNTAs or Au-Pt/TNTAs sample, the characteristic peaks of precious metal Au or
Pt were not observed probably due to the low loading amount of monometallic or bimetallic
nanoparticles below the detection limit of the XRD instrument.
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Figure 3. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the prepared (a) TNTAs, (b) Au/TNTAs, (c) Pt/TNTAs,
and (d) Au-Pt/TNTAs.
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Figure 4. UV-vis DRS curves of the prepared (a) TNTAs, (b) Pt/TNTAs, (c) Au/TNTAs, (d) AuPt/TNTAs.
Figure 4 shows the DRS curves of the prepared TNTAs, Au/TNTAs, Pt/TNTAs and AuPt/TNTAs. It can be seen that the deposition of Au, Pt or Au-Pt nanoparticles had a significant effect
on the spectral absorption properties of TNTAs. After the deposition of precious metal nanoparticles
on the surface of TNTAs, the light absorption ability of the photocatalysts was slightly enhanced in the
ultraviolet region but significantly enhanced in the visible region. This indicates that the presence of
precious metal nanoparticles on the surface of TNTAs would enhance the light absorption ability of
TNTAs, largely due to the surface plasma resonance (SPR) effect of the deposited precious
nanoparticles [24, 25]. Meanwhile, the absorption band edge of the TNTAs sample was also red-
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shifted to a longer wavelength, probably because of the bandgap structure change of TNTAs arising
from the interaction between precious metal nanoparticles and the TNTAs [26].
In addition, the presence of precious metal nanoparticles on the TiO2 surface can improve the
ability to capture photogenerated carriers, and thus promote the separation of photogenerated carriers
[27, 28]. The separation efficiency of photogenerated electron-hole pairs in a photocatalyst can be
indirectly reflected from the PL emission spectra [29]. In general, the higher the PL emission intensity
is, the higher the recombination rate of photogenerated carriers is [30-32].
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Figure 5. PL spectra of the prepared (a) TNTAs, (b) Au/TNTAs, (c) Pt/TNTAs, (d) Au-Pt/TNTAs.
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Figure 6. (a) The pseudo-first-order kinetics fitting data for photocatalytic degradation of RhB over
the direct photolysis (Blank), TNTAs, Au/TNTAs, Pt/TNTAs, and Au-Pt/TNTAs under visible
light irradiation(λ ≥ 420 nm); (b) A histogram for the RhB photodegradation rate constant (k)
over the direct photolysis (Blank), TNTAs, Au/TNTAs, Pt/TNTAs, and Au-Pt/TNTAs.
Figure 5 shows the PL spectra of the prepared TNTAs, Au/TNTAs, Pt/TNTAs and AuPt/TNTAs. As shown, the PL intensities decreased in the order of TNTAs, Au/TNTAs, Pt/TNTAs and
Au-Pt/TNTAs, indicating that the loading of noble metal nanoparticles could effectively suppress the
recombination of photogenerated electrons and holes of the TNTAs. Apparently, the lowest PL
intensity of the Au-Pt/TNTAs implies the lowest recombination rate of photogenerated electron-hole
pairs, which would probably result in the enhanced photocatalytic performance.
Figure 6 shows the photocatalytic degradation curves of RhB over the prepared TNTAs,
Au/TNTAs, Pt/TNTAs and Au-Pt/TNTAs under visible light (λ ≥ 420 nm) irradiation. As seen, the
self-degradation efficiency of RhB could be negligible, indicating its relatively good structural
stability. For all the prepared photocatalysts, the photocatalytic degradation of RhB conformed to the
pseudo-first-order reaction kinetic process, and could be applied to the following pseudo-first-order
reaction kinetic equation [33-35]:
C 
- ln  = k  t
 C0 
where C0 and C are the concentrations of RhB at different irradiation time of t0 and t,
respectively, and k is the photocatalytic degradation pseudo-first-order rate constant (h-1). According to
the linear fitting curves of ln(C0/C) versus irradiation time t (Figure 6a), the RhB degradation rate
constant (k) could be calculated to be -0.01258, -0.2964, -0.4068, -0.5670, and -1.0884 h−1 for the
blank sample, TNTAs, Au/TNTAs, Pt/TNTAs, and Au-Pt/TNTAs, respectively, as summarized in a
histogram (Figure 6b). Obviously, the photocatalytic degradation activities of TNTAs were
significantly improved after loading monometallic or bimetallic precious metals. Though the loading
amount of Pt in the Pt/TNTAs sample was lower than that of Au in the Au/TNTAs, the photocatalytic
degradation rate of Pt/TNTAs was higher than that of Au/TNTAs, suggesting that Pt nanoparticles
possessed a higher co-catalytic activity than Au nanoparticles. Moreover, the degradation constant rate
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of Au-Pt/TNTAs was much higher than that of Au/TNTAs or Pt/TNTAs, respectively, and was also
greater than the sum of the latter two. Note that the photocatalytic performance of Au-Pt /TNTAs
could be also comparable to or even higher than those of the previously-reported TiO2-based
photocatalysts [36-38].This confirms that the Au-Pt bimetallic loading had an apparent synergistic
effect, thus leading to the significantly enhanced photocatalytic performance.
As discussed above, the loading of Au-Pt nanoparticles could effectively improve the
photocatalytic activity of TNTAs. The improved photocatalytic activity of Au-Pt/TNTAs could be
ascribed to the synergistic effect of Au-Pt cocatalyst. On the one hand, the optical absorption
properties of Au-Pt/TNTAs could be enhanced on account of the surface plasma effect of Au-Pt
nanoparticles. On the other hand, the Schottky heterojunction formed between the Au-Pt nanoparticles
and TNTAs could promote the separation and migration of photogenerated carriers and inhibit the
recombination process of photogenerated carriers. Thus, the above factors led to the improved
photocatalytic performance of Au-Pt/TNTAs.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the Au-Pt bimetallic nanoparticles were successfully loaded on the surface of
TNTAs to prepare the Au-Pt/TNTAs photocatalysts through a photoreduction approach, and the
morphological structures and photocatalytic properties of the prepared Au-Pt/TNTAs were then
explored. It was found that the Au-Pt bimetallic nanoparticles were well distributed on the surface of
TNTAs. Compared with the TNTAs and the monometallic Au/TNTAs or Pt/TNTAs, the Au-Pt
/TNTAs showed significantly improved photocatalytic activities for RhB degradation. The
photocatalytic degradation rate constant of Au-Pt/TNTAs was much higher than those of TNTAs,
Au/TNTAs and Pt/TNTAs, and was also greater than the sum of Au/TNTAs and Pt/TNTAs. The
improved photocatalytic activity of Au-Pt /TNTAs could be attributed to the synergistic effect from the
Au-Pt nanoparticles and TNTAs. On the one hand, the optical absorption ability of the Au-Pt/TNTAs
could be largely improved on account of the surface plasma effect of precious metals. On the other
hand, the Schottky heterojunction formed between the Au-Pt nanoparticles and TNTAs would promote
the separation and migration process of photogenerated carriers and thus inhibit the recombination
process of photogenerated carriers. As a result, the photocatalytic activities of Au-Pt/TNTAs were
ultimately improved to a large extent. This work is of much significance for guiding the design of
highly efficient bimetallic precious metals-loaded photocatalysts and deepening the understanding of
their corresponding photocatalytic mechanism.
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